Z-POXY

100% Epoxy Floor Sealer

DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

Z-Poxy is a super-strength coating and sealer for
high traffic floors. It is excellent for containment
areas, especially when an acid- and chemicalresistant coating is required. Use Z-Poxy to give
old worn-out floors a new abrasion-resistant
surface that will stand up to acids, alkalies,
solvents, heat, and cold. It will also protect floors
from wear, spills, and damage.

1. Measure area to be coated.
2. Carefully remove the lid from the 5-gallon pail.

Eyes: Flush with copious amounts of water lifting
lids and removing contact lenses to ensure
complete irrigation—get medical attention.
Skin: Flush with water and then wash with soap
and water, launder contaminated clothing before
reuse—get medical attention if irritation persists.
Inhalation: Remove to fresh air and assist
breathing as necessary—get medical attention.
Ingestion: If appreciable amounts have been
swallowed get medical attention.

Please refer to the SDS for more detailed
precautionary measures, handling instructions and
emergency procedures.
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8. Once the product has been mixed for 2 minutes,
empty entire contents of pail onto floor to be
coated. Spread with flat squeegee, back roll with
roller. Do not over-roll.

Note: Temperatures lower than 75° will result in
longer cure times; above 75° will result in shorter
cure times.
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6. Pour the entire contents of the Part B into the
5-gallon pail, Part A.
7. Using a drill motor and a mixer, blend material
together for 2 minutes, carefully moving the drill
around to ensure a good mix. There must be no
visible Part B remaining after the mix.
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4. Remove the cradle from the pail and discard.

9. You will have 30 minutes to apply product to
surface. Product will cure in pail in 35–40 minutes.

CAUTION

1

3. Remove the gallon can marked Part B from
the cradle.

5. Carefully remove the lock ring from the gallon
can and open the gallon can.

FIRST-AID

HMIS SYMBOL

AVAILABLE COLORS

Brick Red

Fire Engine Red

Orange

Safety Yellow

Hunter Green

Safety Green

Azure Blue

Ford Blue

Twilight Gold

Beige

Battleship Gray

Black

Dark Gray

French Gray

Canadian Gray

Clear

White
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